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A SPECIAL CASE OF SCHÖXTLIES
TFTEOREM FOR QUASICONFORMAL

MAPPI|{GS If{ r,-SPACE

DAVID B. GAULD and M. K. VAMANAMURTHY

1. Introduction. Gehring [5] first proved extension theorems for quasiconformal

mappings in z-space using the ideas of Mazur [7] and Morse [8]. We have recently

[4] given an alternative proof of Gehring's Theorem I [5] using the ideas of Brown

[2]. Näätänen [9] has obtained estimates for the dilatation of Gehring's extension

under an additional hypothesis. In this note we construct an extension for this

special case, obtain estimates for the dilatation of the extended mapping and finally

apply this to the case of an important plane mapping as in [9].
We thank Professor Gehring for helpful discussions. The work was completed

during the second author's visit to the University of Michigan while on leave from

the University of Auckland. Thanks are due to both the Universities'

2. Notation. We let R', R':R'u{-}, denote, respectively, the n-dimensional

(n=-2) euclidean and Möbius spaces. For x:(xt, x2, ..., x,):Zl=rxiei€.P,
we let lxl denote the usual euclidean norm. In R2 we also use the complex nota-

tion z-xr*ixr, i:l/ -L For Ec[' we let E, AE, intE, denote, respectively,

the closure, boundary, and interior of E, with respect to .E'. For c(R', r=0,
B"(a;r) is the open ball with center a, radius r and So-'(o; r):08'(a;r).
In particular, Bil(r):B'(0; r), B":8"(l), ,Sn-1(r):S'-t(0; r), S'-1=S'-'(1).
For p:9, 1,2,..., we let coo denote the p-dimensional Lebesgue measure of
Se. We observe that @o:2, oJ1:27t, Q)z:4r8, ... and in general, @p:

-2nb+r)tzfl((p+l)lz), where r denotes the classical Gamma function. For
other definitions and notations we refer to [1U.

3. Results.

Theorem l. Let BrcBr, DrcDr, where Br, Bz, Dz are balls and Dr, a

Jordandomainin P. Let B:Br-Bz,A:Dr-Dz and f:B*Ä, ahomeomorphism

such that f (0n;:6pr, i:1,2. Then there exists a homeomorphism F of B, onto

D, such that F(x):f(x), for all x in B. Further, if f is quasiconformalo then

so rs F.
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Proof. By performing preliminary Möbius transforrnations we may assgme

that Bt:$"(llr),0=r=1, and Bz:Dz-Bo. We let F(x):f (x), for x in

Br-Br.Next, to define F on 82, we use a construction (see the figure) similar

to that of Lemma 9 in [4]. Let f, be the reflection of / in 0Bz, that is

f,(x) : {"i?o,!ivå,i,11jri "?", r = rxr = I
Let

c : max {lÅ(x)l: lxl : 7}

b : rnåx {l/f '(r)l: lxl : a}.

Let a, B and 7 be radial mappings of R' defined as follows:

u(x) -- xlr,

t axlxl for lxl < lla,
fr(x) : t, for lxl > tla,

logb logr

Y(x) : 
{ ;* Ixl-'oscä) x 

i:: ii]li:
Define the mapping F on Br-8"(r) bY

P : lroyofllo pofoa.

Then F(x):f(x) for x€08, and f(S'-11r;i:S'-'(4).

Finally, the mapping F on B"(r) is obtained by reflection. Moreover, if
/ is quasiconformal, so is 4 since all the auxiliary mappings are quasiconformal. tr

In the next theorem we obtain estimates for the maximal dilatation of the

above extension F.

Theorem 2. Let the mappings f and F be as in Theorem I and let K(f):K.
Then K(F):K* satisfies

(1) K= K* = t{s(2M)n-Lc2t-ncMt-n,
where

c : c(n,K) : exp (fr- rl" Hr"-'),
M : modn : bel, and, : t' {rrn,1# ar.

Moreooer, for large ualues of M, (i'e. r-0), 
or" 

nou,

(z) K*<4n-lK,(ffi"-',
where ).: ).(n) is a posithse constant.
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Proof.Let the notation be as in Theorem l. Since F extends f, clearly K=K*.
Next, K(fr):K(f):K, K(a):1, K(f):2-', and K(y):(log (rb)llogb)"-r.
Thus

(3) K < K* = 2n-t ya(log(rb)llogb)'-r = 22(n-rt KBMn-l(log (l/b))l-".

The result follows once we eliminate å in the above inequality. For this we
show that

a
I(4) toei = 2exp(-KCr'21-nexp ((n-l)KCrMr-\),

and

(5) ros f = ux* - 1r+r*) tog ,r,

where Cr:q(z) and 1:),(n) are positive constants. We observe that (5) is non-
trivial only when M is so Iarge that the right side of (5) is positive.

By the extremal property of the Grötzsch ring [3] we get

(6) tog] = r**oaÄc(ä),-a
where 'R6(b) is the ring 

B,_{ter: o = t =_ b}.

Next by Lemma 9.9 in [3] and Corollary 1 in [1] we get

1

)'-'
-1.

(1 - b))

Q)n-z) qf

CL

| +b)l

(rn-rl

loe ((

ct:

(7) los L=K*min lrrr*,(
where l=limr..-o r exp (mod Ro (r)) and

(8) tur:losl = K*min f^r+,(
From (7),

l

Similarly

ct
+ a)llog ((l (l - o)) )*l

ros#=ffi,
hence

ros + =ros coth ffi = zexp (-#)
since log coth v>-2 exp (-2x) for x=0. Similarly from (8) we have

ros !=2exp(-#),
so that

which is (4). 
r"g+ > zexp (-Kcr'z'-nexp (KcrML-'(n- l»),
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Next (5) follows from (7) and (8). Now (3) and (4) imply (1) while (3) and (5)

yield (2). This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. The construction of F in the proof of Theorem I does not require

f to be one to one on ,S'-1(l/r) provided it extends to a homeomorphism of
f-L(8"(Ua))-8, onto B'(lla)-D2. Hence under these conditions the con-
struction of F is valid even when f (0Br) is not the boundary of a Jordan domain.
In particular, on reflection, the construction applies to the case where n:2 and

/ is the conformal mapping of the plane annulus r=.lzl=l onto the ring B, minus
the slit l.-a, a7 of the real axis [0].

Theorem 3. Let f be the aboue plone conformal mapping and F the extension

gioen by the proof of Theorem l. Then the maximal dilatation K* of F satisfies

(e)
and

(10)

where

K* = 2Mc\lz)cr,* fo,

K*= ==4Y == forM-log16

tuf -log (l lr), C - exp (n'12).

0<r<. 1,

o< r<+

Proof. Follows from (1) and (2) by putting n:2, K:l and l.:4 (see [6]).

Remark. Given a quasiconformal mapping / as in Theorem l, let R(f)
denote the infimum of the dilatations of all possible quasiconformal extensions
F of f satisfying Theorem 1. In [9], Näätänen defines the function E(n, K, M)
to be the supremum of the numbers .(17; as / ranges through all mappings with
dilatation=K and shows that it is a decreasing function of M. The estimates
in Theorem 2 show that K=lim*--E(n,K,M)=4'-rK5. However, as M*0,
the upper bound for rp(n, K, M) in [9] is better than that in our Theorem 2.
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